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Crop Conditions as of 6-1-2020

Past Weeks Rainfall Light rain this past weekend, scattered showers this week.

Soil Moisture Topsoil and subsoil are both adequate to surplus.

Temperature Highs in the 70’s with 90’s this week. Lows in 50’s to 60’s.

Crop Progress Week ahead of schedule.

Corn Soybeans

Crop
Stage

Most corn is 3-6″
tall but will start
growing fast this
week.

Crop
Stage

Most beans are emerged but fields
were still being planted this weekend.
State report says we’re around 95%
planted.

Yield
Potential

Trend-line or better Yield
Potential

Trend-line or better

Corn Market Soybean Market

Current
Prices

 $2.92 Current
Prices

 $7.90

Next
October
Prices

 $2.91 Fall
Price

 $7.65

Past
Weeks
Trend

Corn is very slowly
trending higher.

Past
Weeks
Trend

Beans are having a hard time moving
higher. Choppy but steady.
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Comments
Corn spraying is underway.  After standing still for the last 2-3 weeks of May due to cool,
cloudy, damp conditions, this week brings the sun and heat with chances of rain.  Ideal
for early June crop growth.  The old target of knee-high by the 4th of July was updated
many years ago to 4th of June.  It’s rare to achieve that and a few fields might this year,
but it shouldn’t be too many days later that most achieve that height in our southwest
region.  Most bean fields are well-emerged and past the trifoliate state.  No-till planting
was done on many more acres this year.  Great early soil conditions no doubt contributed
to that.

Corn prices are buoyed somewhat by improving ethanol grind.  Ethanol is not quite
profitable but they can cover most costs now so operations have ramped back up along
with gasoline consumption.  Livestock feed consumption is a hard one to gauge right
now with some slaughter facilities still not at full speed, which creates a backup of
animals which continue to consume feed.  On the other hand, hogs and pigs are
euthanized for lack of room, while cattle remain on pasture or in background facilities
instead of moving into feedlots.

The weekly US Drought Monitor shows no drought in any of the major Corn Belt areas. 
Only a small percentage is rated as Abnormally Dry, the nearest being in parts of
Harrison and Crawford Counties.  The Palmer Index shows our southwestern region as
being 2″ +- of normal soil moisture.

Dennis Reyman, AFM, ARA

Crop Update Archives – Please click on the green button for our Southwest Archives
page

Southwest Crop Conditions Archives
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